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Be part of my
international

success journey.
Marc Chambon neri Guzman « EL huracán » 



Marc Chambon neri Guzman « EL huracán » 



MARC CHAMBON NERI GUZMAN 
First name : Marc
Name : Chambon Neri Guzman 
Nickname : El Huracàn
Weight : 85 kg

English boxing : Swiss champion - Victory over the international

title holder from Dominican Republic and military category

Full contact 

Kick Boxing 

Thai Boxing 

MMA

Wrestling

Specialties : english boxing - foot strike - strength - kick boxing

- grapling



The incredible story of Marc
Chambon Neri Guzman "El
Huracàn" is worth a television
series despite being very real. 

Undoubtably, a film will be made
about his very inspiring and
fascinating life path.



▶  My name is Marco and I am a former convict who

grew up in a big family. Despite the love I received

from my parents who taught me fundamental values, I

had to overcome many difficult challenges since an

early age. All of these experiences have helped me to

become a loyal and honest man who recognizes the

value of things.
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The art of fighting is an integral part of my life and has

been present as long as I can remember. Throughout my

adolescence, sport has always been a reference to which I

clung. It allowed me to keep my head above water and

gave me an unshakeable inner strength. However, despite

my talent recognized by the sports academies in soccer and

combat sports, I had to put aside my passion several times

because of life circumstances that led me to make bad

choices.



▶When I turned 18, I became the Swiss champion of

English boxing. Life gave me another reason to fight

when I became a father for the first time. I decided

then to settle down in order to raise my daughter

Juliette alone and in the best possible conditions.

Therefore, i had to give up again my sports career in

order to devote myself to my child on whom all my

love relies.
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Due to personal reasons, I decided to go overseas with my

young daughter. After a default judgement, I was

prosecuted by Interpol which is why I had to go into exile in

Latin America for almost 10 years. Despite my difficult daily

life, I faced all the challenges and was able to move

forward without ever giving up.



My life has changed completely thanks to the

wonderful encounter with my current courageous and

loving wife who has always supported me without any

judgements. We got married and have two beautiful

children: Marco Junior and Taina.
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▶I decided at that time to take charge of my career and to

finally accomplish what I didn't have time to achieve before,

being alone with my daughter. The training resumed in the

best way, I was able to be coached by true living legends of

English boxing and MMA who saw in me a great champion.

At the same time, I developed a social structure to help

young people in difficulty in bad neighbourhood of the

Dominican Republic.

https://www.linguee.fr/anglais-francais/traduction/achieve.html
https://www.linguee.fr/anglais-francais/traduction/bad+neighbourhood.html


▶ The extreme conditions of this preparation in the Dominican

Republic allowed me to excel every day alongside active fighters

with world titles. Preparing to fight is a very difficult thing to do

mentally and physically. I had to add to this constant struggle for

raising my children, dealing with being a fugitive, dealing with

the rules of criminal organizations or gangs and trying to finance

my daily life in a foreign country. 

It was a huge challenge that I was able to overcome because of

my survival instinct.
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Just like in an MMA cage ! 

I became a true warrior, won many battles and

through these living experiences I got a lot of

strength and acquired a huge determination. 



▶  I have reached a professional level in a very short

time. The most influential promoters approach me in

order to organize a fight for the title and the belt of

the most prestigious MMA event in the Dominican

Republic and which is the gateway to the USA.

Despite my determination, my good faith, the

sacrifices and all the efforts made to revive my

career, my past catches up with me and everything

collapses!
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My descent into hell begins when I am extradited. I

went from a family life and a sportsman to the life of a

prisoner.

From one day to the next, I experienced the separation from

my children, the isolation for 23 hours a day, every day, for

almost 4 years, the betrayal, the solitude, the violence, the

humiliation and the inhumanity of the prison environment.



▶  I am now sure of one thing: the worst is behind

me and I intend to live the best through this

project !

Today, settled in Switzerland, I take back my career

from where I left it with an even stronger desire to win

than before! I transformed the negative into positive

in order to find a family and professional stability.

I am a true martial arts and combat sports enthusiast

that I practice every day.

To excel, I need to constantly push my limits. My faith,

my past and the love of my family is a bottomless

source of inspiration from which I draw my energy

every day !
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▶ I currently weigh over 80 kilos, which makes me a

strong and sturdy fighter.

Although the athletes I train with tell me that I am a

true champion, my goal is to become a recognized

fighter in my sport and to be inducted into the

MMA hall of fame.
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II need your support to make my dream a reality and

not waste any more time to reach my goal that has

eluded me for too many years. I have invested a lot of

time and energy in this project but I know that the

road to success will still be costly. By supporting me

today, you are investing in something bigger than a

simple fundraiser. I want to compete with the best

fighters and represent with honor the people who

have supported me.



My philosophy is simple:
There is no such thing as defeat
and I will not let anything
stand in the way of my dream.

M A R C  C H A M B O N  N E R I  G U Z M A N  «  E L  H U R A C Á N  »

EL HURACÁN
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As words fail me, to show you my true determination, I let you watch this

video which illustrates the level at which I am after 6 years of

maintaining myself alone, without a professional trainer : 

 https://youtu.be/bGtHGEnHmSQ

https://youtu.be/bGtHGEnHmSQ


OUR MISSION
The mission of our team JAYPEE & INFANTE is to take the maximum of belts at the European and
World level. I will not deliver anything but great fights.

In order to do so, titled trainers have joined the team: David Infante and Jean-Philippe Guitton.

With more than 20 world and European championship titles in 5 different categories and more
than 30 years of experience in the field of martial arts, we have one of the most successful and
renowned teams in Europe working for the realization of this sport project.

David Infante Jean-Philippe Guitton



OUR
TEAM

Mental coach : Cécile Dufour
Psychologist and co-founder of the  method OGE « à l’envers de
l’ego ») : www.oge.world

Boxing trainer : David Infante 
Singto gym Swiss Thai boxing champions, international fights
Lumpini Stadium, trainer of multiple active world champions

MMA trainer : Jean Philippe Guitton 
2 times GFC world champion / several times Swiss shooto
champion / several times Swiss Brazilian jiu jitsu champion :
www.teamjaypi.net - www.jaypeegim.com

Image director : Yorick Chassigneux
www.yckarts.com

Marketing and communication : Joel Kross 
www.rrp.ch

Manager : Laurent Dufour 
www.masteagency.com

Osteopath : Pascal Pagano
www.geneve-osteopathe.ch

http://www.oge.world/
http://www.teamjaypi.ne/
http://www.teamjaypi.net/
http://www.jaypeegim.com/
http://www.yckarts.com/
http://www.rrp.ch/
http://www.masteagency.com/
http://www.geneve-osteopathe.ch/


FINANCIAL PARTICIPATION
40 CHF.-
Thank you for your support! I mention
you and publicly thank your help via
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram!

Be part of my international success journey.

90 CHF.-
I thank you by mentioning you on my
social networks and I send you a
signed photo !

190 CHF.-
I thank you by mentioning you on my
social networks, a signed photo and a
limited edition t-shirt.
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650 CHF.-
I thank you by mentioning you on my
social networks, a signed photo, an
exclusive t-shirt and invite you to
come to a training session.

900 CHF.-
I thank you by mentioning you on my
social networks, a signed photo, an
exclusive t-shirt and if you are an
organization or a company, I put your
logo on my website in the partnership
section and on my social networks.

2 000 CHF.-
Two tickets to come and see me to one
of my fights. I put your logo on my
training outfit, my personal website, my
campaign, my social networks and my
equipment bag.
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PARTICIPATION FINANCIAL
Be part of my journey to international success.



8 000 CHF. -
Two VIP tickets to see me fight (limited quantity). I put your logo
on my training outfit, my personal website, my social networks
and my equipment bag. A signed photo, a limited exclusive t-
shirt and attend a training session.

15'000 CHF. -
4 VIP tickets to come and see me fight (limited quantity.) I put your
logo on my competition outfit, personal website, social networks
and equipment bag. A signed photo, an exclusive autographed t-
shirt and invite you ‡ to come to a training session.

I can also participate in a promotional event of your company or
brand and will promote your business online via commercial posts
or product placements
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PARTICIPATION FINANCIAL
Be part of my journey to international success.



YOUR BENEFITS

HIGH
VISIBILITY 

With your financial
support, you will be able to

get your brand out to a
wide audience. Whether

it's during video interviews,
my social networks, during

my media appearances
and more, viewers will be

able to see your brand.

IMPACT 
ON YOUR

REPUTATION 

Your brand will
accompany me on my
travels in Europe and

internationally: your brand
will be seen by a very

large audience and this
will allow you to reach

new markets.

REINFORCING 
YOUR IMAGE

When supporting sports in
a demanding sport such

as martial arts and combat
sports, you convey an

image of motivation, self-
improvement, merit,

power, defense and many
other values.

A UNIT 
FOR YOUR
COMPANY

By becoming my partner,
you will be able to offer

your teams the opportunity
to come and see my fights

at reduced prices, thus
bringing your colleagues
closer together. Fighting
sports convey a fighting

and trendy corporate
culture.



Management :  Maste Agency Sarl
Laurent Dufour
management@masteagency.com

Presse :   RRP Communication Sarl
laurent@rrp.ch
christopher@rrp.ch

Marketing :   Maste Agency Sarl 
joel.kross@masteagency.com

w w w . c h a m b o n n e r i g u z m a n . c o m

http://www.chambonneriguzman.com/
http://www.chambonneriguzman.com/
http://www.chambonneriguzman.com/

